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our success and our growth in the market show us that today more than ever we are the trend-setting digitalisation
partner for the skilled crafts sector. now we are joining forces for the next step towards the future of this sector, says

walter zinser, explaining the conversion to a public limited company. our recipe for success has always been our
autonomy and independence in our work. this pillar and the family values of palette cad will therefore remain.

specifically developed for contractors and medium-sized specialist companies, palette cad is sure to be of interest to
anyone who wants to design more simply, more quickly, better and more successfully. palette cad closes the gap

between simple, inflexible off-the-shelf design programs and ready-made and highly specialised, ultra-complex cad
applications. that's why it's the ideal alternative. the cad program from palette offers you limitless possibilities for

individual interior design. in addition the program is easy to understand and is based around the well-known windows
software so that you are already familiar with it. palette cad is operated intuitively. after only a few hours, students have
created their first design. with palette cad you can design two to three times faster than with conventional methods and

save up to 90% of your work preparation time. palette cad has catalogues containing over half a million articles from
brand-name manufacturers. but, of course, the best thing of all is: palette cad is open. you can input, photograph or

design individual objects yourself. all four members of the board of directors can look back on many years in
management positions at palette cad and have already played a significant role in shaping the companys development

in the past. for the joint management of palette cad ag, they have ambitious plans for the coming years: we are
increasingly focusing on co-operation with wholesalers and the industry in order to penetrate new markets and, in

particular, to drive forward our internationalisation, says dirk bckstiegel, describing the direction of business
development. we are sustainably strengthening our europe-wide growth and will achieve this goal organically as palette

cad ag and manage it centrally.
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i would like to say that i was working on a drawing and a new feature has been added to this drawing using autocad
2017 and palette cad 2018 so when i opened the drawing the palette was missing. then i have tried to find the palettes

and after searching for several days, i found the solution that palettes were deleted. so i deleted the palettes which
created the problem in the first place and then i opened the drawing again and put it back to where it was before i

deleted it. then the palettes appeared and when i selected them and tried to insert the palettes again they disappeared.
so i saved the drawing and closed the drawing. then i opened the drawing again and tried to add palettes again and the

palettes appeared and i could insert them. i hope this helps you in your work. yes, it is possible to download entire
autocad drawings with the palette cad 2018, and then you can import it to another drawing by selecting new > open

from the menu. the files will be imported to the active drawing in which they are opened and there are no limits to the
amount of drawings you can open at once. the only problem is that you cannot see any drawing’s tab when you open a
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file, so you have to do it through the file menu. after opening the file, you need to go to the drawing tab in the ribbon
and select import, then you can select the drawing to import and then click ok. if you have a license of any product of

the palette cad software, you can keep the license. the software of palette cad is sold with a license, which can be
installed up to two computer systems. a license can not be activated as a single computer system, but you must have a

license for each computer system. 5ec8ef588b
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